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teens face crisis over dangers on internet

By Emma McMenamy

MODERN technology is causing
young teenagers to seek professional
help for addictions, a top Irish
psychotherapist has warned.
Clinical director of the Therapy
Institute in Dublin Richard Hogan
warned of the fallout for the screen
generation which includes:
■■Boys as young as 12 being treated for
online porn addiction
■■Gaming addiction among children and
teenagers
■■ Girls feeling suicidal after sending
naked pictures to peers, and
■■Huge steroid abuse among teen boys.
Mr Hogan, a family psychotherapist,
said extreme porn addiction is a massive
problem.
He told the Irish Sunday Mirror: “The
idea is that today’s teenagers are growing
up in a whole digital world and it’s
different from their parents’ generation.
“And while all generations need to
know how to parent their children and
teenagers and how to help them navigate
the world, this is a completely and rapidly
changing environment for parents.
“Parents need a guide on how to
navigate our digital world.
“Online pornography is a huge problem
in schools. They are only one click away
from extreme pornography. I meet a lot
of teenage boys who are addicted to it. I
have met boys who are addicted to
pornography at the age of 12. In our day

It’s down to having
control and never
letting your child
navigate the
phone freely
Richard Hogan
Therapy Institute

if you wanted to view pornography you
had to go into a shop to buy a magazine
and you would never do it, you would be
mortified doing it.
“But today kids of 12 can just click on
to these porn sites and they are there in
the middle of this extreme stuff.
“In the last five years I have noticed
pornography is a huge problem.
“I see it in so many ways. I see it in
couples’ therapy down the line in men
when they are in their 20s and 30s and
there is no intimacy in the relationship
and pornography is cited as the cause.
“It dehumanises women and it makes
intimacy something that is surreal which
is obviously not the real world.”
The alarming issue of easy access to
porn was highlighted after the trial of
two 14-year-olds convicted of the murder
of schoolgirl Anna Kriegel.
Gardai found internet searches for
child abuse and animal porn on the
phone of one of the defendants, who was
identified in court only as Boy A.
Mr Hogan outlined ways that parents
can help their children.
He added: “It’s down to controlling the
phone and never letting your child
navigate the phone freely.
“That’s not about taking the autonomy
off them, it’s about parenting them.”
Mr Hogan, whose new book
Parenting The Screenager
looks at issues facing
Advice
Richard
Hogan

Porn and
gaming
addiction,
steroids
& suicide

Psychotherapist tells parents to enforce
strict rules to protect kids from harm
this generation, said problems stem
from a lack of rules.
He added: “What I see a lot from
parents coming in with teenagers who
are out of control is the commonality
between them all that they didn’t put
boundaries in place at a young age.
“In their informative years boundaries
are so important.
“It is absolutely possible to regain
boundaries and that’s what I explain how
to do in my book.”
He said social media is playing a huge
part in teenagers’ lives and in particular
platforms which centre around images.
Mr Hogan said he has met girls who
have been left distressed after

sending images of themselves in compromising positions to other teens.
He added: “I meet girls who are suicidal
because of an image they shared. It’s
because of these Instagram profiles and
these platforms which are image based.
“Once they send the image it’s out
there for ever. I deal with this all the time,
it’s absolutely devastating. It’s really the
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Teens can access vile images

addiction
Gaming can cause problems

last five or six years that it has taken off.
I give a lot of talks in schools because the
amount of images going around schools
is incredible.”
Mr Hogan said another problem facing
youngsters in today’s world is unrealistic
ideals which is leading to drug use.
He added: “Perfectionism is a huge
problem amongst teenagers. They are
Parents can help protect their
children from online safety risks by
taking these steps:
■■Create a family media plan with your
child to determine how much screen
time is appropriate
■■Talk with your child about upsetting

anguish

Teens are under more pressure

trying to get the perfect exam results, the
perfect body. There was always pressure
on women but now it’s huge among boys
too. Boys are going off on holidays
following their Leaving Cert and are
taking steroids to get their body together.
“The age of boys taking steroids is
getting younger and younger. I was
contacted by a needle service who said
and inappropriate content in an open
and non-judgmental way
■■Pay attention to what your child is
doing online and how much screen time
they have each day, and
■■Encourage your child to explore and
use the internet safely.

Stress

Images can spread quickly

there’s a whole new demographic of
needle users among teenagers who are
going into them looking for needles for
steroids.”
He added gaming addiction was a
huge problem with teenagers.
Mr Hogan said: “Parents really don’t
know what to do about it, they don’t
understand what gaming is.
“A big problem is self-deception,
parents say to the child that they can
game while they are making the dinner
and then wonder why the child is gaming
so much. There’s an outsourcing of
parenting to games.”
news@irishmirror.ie
Comment: Page 12

One dead in
gun horror
ONE person has been
killed and four others
injured in a shooting in
Berlin yesterday.
A police spokesman said
one or more people
opened fire outside the
Tempodromin in the
German capital, before
fleeing the scene.
Investigators do not yet
have any indication about
the motive but said it does
not appear to be terrorismrelated.
The attack took place at
a square as a Turkish
comedy night was staged.
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New mum Amy’s praise
for ‘warrior’ IVF women
AMY Schumer has praised the “warrior
women” who go through IVF as she
shared an update on her journey to
have another child.
The US actress and comedian has
opened up about the process,
having welcomed her first child,
son Gene, with husband Chris
Fischer last year.
She said hearing the stories
of other women has made her
feel “empowered and
supported”. The Train-
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wreck star, inset, said on Instagram: “So
I wanted to tell you how mine went
down. So many women go through
many rounds of IVF which is painful
and mentally gruelling.
“I heard from hundreds of women
about my their miscarriages and
struggles and also many hopeful
stories about how after rounds
and rounds of IVF it worked.
“It has been really encouraging. Thank you.”
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corona crisis: daily strain on our brave frontline workers
Bug kills more
in weeks than
winter illness

EXCLUSIVE By Ailbhe Jordan
Data Editor

CORONAVIRUS has killed more
people across Ireland in six
weeks than an entire flu
season lasting six months, the
Irish Sunday Mirror can reveal.
As the number of confirmed
cases in this country rose past
7,000 this week, our latest
data investigation exposes how
deadly the Covid-19 virus is
compared to the seasonal flu.
And as reports emerged in
recent days of people flouting
tough new quarantine laws to
head for holiday hotspots over
Easter, our probe shows
community transmissions have
reached their highest levels.
While KBC Bank estimated
job losses and business
shutdowns could cost the Irish
economy €30billion, health

Flu compared
to coronavirus

287

Number of
Covid-19
deaths

Total flu
deaths in
2017/18

2%
4%
9%

255

flu cases
ended
up fatal

coronavirus
cases have
been fatal
travel-link
cases, down
from 33%

experts this week hinted the
lockdown could be lifted by
mid-June.
However, Sean Moynihan,
CEO of elderly Charity ALONE,
warned reversing the
restrictions too soon could
have deadly consequences for
the most at-risk groups.
He told the Irish Sunday
Mirror: “There is some
dialogue starting to happen
now about getting the
economy going again.”
“What we need to realise is
that we can rebuild the
economy, we can rebuild the
businesses but we can’t rebuild
our families and our
communities if we lose loved
ones young or old. We’ve got to
keep going with this effort.
“The more we try to flatten
that curve, we ease pressure
on hospitals and more people
get quality interventions.”

By Emma McMenamy

A NURSE fighting coronavirus on
the front line has revealed how
she may have to temporarily leave
her three young children in order to
help save lives.
Young mum Emma Murphy, who
works in the Emergency Department of
Mercy University Hospital in Cork as a
clinical nurse manager, said it’s the calm
before the storm and she fears the worst
is yet to come.
Speaking to the Irish Sunday Mirror,
the 35-year-old added she and her
husband Joe, who is a social care
worker, will have to decide in the
coming days who is going to move out
of the family home.
She admitted they fear passing
Covid-19 on to their children, Molly, 7,
Jack, 5, and Lucy who turns three today.
She said: “While it has been quiet
enough, we have been doing loads of
preparation, loads of simulations and
organising the department with walls
and partitions around every cubicle.
“There’s a high level of anticipation
because we have been warned and are
worried about what’s going to come.
“In my experience my last three shifts
have been a lot busier. We’re getting
more patients in with underlying health
conditions who have been very unwell.
“There’s a huge level of anticipation
and stress. Myself and my husband
work on the front line, he’s a social care
worker with the HSE and I’m in A&E
and we have three small kids.
“So we’re having an ongoing
discussion as to which one of us is going
to leave the home.

HEARTBREAKING
Nurse may have to
move out of home
to help save lives &
protect her children

READY FOR ACTION
Paramedic & firefighter
Nigel Crowley

face of
COURAGE
Nurse Emma
Murphy says
she is left with
marks from
her PPE, right

believe we’ll just wake up and it will
have been a dream. Still on some levels
it just doesn’t feel real.”
The mother of two boys said the only
weapon we have is staying apart and
washing our hands.
She added: “Stay
isolated, don’t mix

with other people. It means we don’t get
overwhelmed, it means we have enough
ventilators, we have enough beds, we
have enough nurses to look after people
in the way that we know how to.”
Also on the front line, paramedic and
firefighter with Dublin Fire Brigade,
Nigel Crowley, 45, revealed he is on call

Stay isolated. It means we
have enough ventilators, beds
& nurses to look after people
DR CLIONA Ni CHEALLAIGH st james’s hospital medic

24/7 and also fears bringing coronavirus
home to his young family.
He said: “I’ve been a paramedic with
the DFB for 18 years and I have to say
this is a very difficult time for us all.
“I would say the majority of calls these
days are listed as potential Covid-19
cases as each patient may display some
or all of the signs and symptoms of the
disease and therefore have to be treated
as potential cases.
“But while the majority of cases
are treated as coronavirus only a small
percentage I have taken to hospital have
turned out to be positive.
“Every day I go to work I worry
about my exposure to Covid-19 and the

possibility that I may be infected due to
the high-risk nature of the job.
Nigel added: “At the end of every shift
I make sure to decontaminate my
uniform and myself before I travel back
to my family who are isolated at home
away from any potential risk.
“It’s always a massive worry to me
that I may carry the infection home
with me and put my own family at risk.
“This is a situation which is difficult
to understand at times.
“However, I understand the risk
associated with my job as a firefighter
and paramedic and I make sure to take
all precautions necessary to ensure the
safety of my family.” Nigel, based at

Clean sweep
for Olympic
boxer Kellie
By Gavin Quinn

ORDEAL
“There’s a high chance it will be me
who has to leave the house. The
prospect of missing my little girl’s
birthday on Sunday when she turns
three is heartbreaking.
“But at the end of the day if we gave
the virus to one of our kids we would
never forgive ourselves.”
And Emma revealed she has been left
with physical marks from PPE gear she
has to wear during her shifts.
She explained: “I had a recess case for
two hours and when I took the goggles
off my face was very sore and marked.
One of my colleagues had marks on her
face for hours after.”
Meanwhile, a doctor treating patients
with coronavirus said it’s hard not to get
emotionally tied up in the situation and
admitted she has cried following the
deaths of people from the disease.
Dr Cliona Ni Cheallaigh, who is a
consultant in general medicine and
infectious diseases at St James’s Hospital
in Dublin, revealed: “It’s hard to lose a
loved one at the best of times and then
families can’t spend as much time as
they want in the hospital with them.
“We have all cried. I mean you are
human. The doctors, nurses, porters,
and catering staff care for the people
that we look after and, like them, that’s
why we do what we do.
“But I think the good thing in all this
is how nice people are being to one
another. It’s what’s keeping us together
– that we’re all in this together.
She added: “I think the only thing that
will really make a huge difference is a
vaccine which we are working on very
hard and it will come and is coming as
quickly as it can.
“But until that happens it’s going
to be very hard for life to go back
to normal because it’s so infectious
when people have it. I think we all
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Blanchardstown fire station, explained
what procedures he follows when called
out to a potential coronavirus case.
He said: “On arrival at the premises
one crew member will put on the full
PPE which consists of a
plastic apron, gloves
and goggles for eye

protection. The driver of the ambulance
will also put on their PPE.
“The driver will then call to the door
– keeping a safe distance away – and
will leave a face mask to whoever meets
them and instructs them to place it
on the patient before the other paramedic enters the property to examine

At the end of every shift I
decontaminate my uniform
and myself before I go home
NIGEL CROWLEY Paramedic and firefighter

them. Only one paramedic will enter the
property in order to reduce the risk to
both paramedics from being in the
contamination zone.
“Once we agree the patient needs to
be transported to hospital, we will notify
the hospital of our arrival with full
patient vitals given.
“On arrival the patient will be
delivered directly to an area of the
hospital which has been designated for
Covid-19 cases.
“After handing over the patient, the
crew and ambulance has to be fully
decontaminated so there is no further
risk of infection.”
news@irishirror.ie

IRISH Olympic hopeful Kellie
Harrington has been working
non-stop as a cleaner in St
Vincent’s Hospital after the
Tokyo Olympic Games were
postponed.
The Dubliner, inset, was
busy preparing to challenge
for a podium place at the
Games this summer before
the coronavirus crisis led to
them getting pushed back.
And after Harrington’s
London qualifiers were
cancelled last month, the
boxer made herself available
to work as a cleaner in her
local hospital – after two
weeks isolating.
Speaking on the Late Late
Show, she
explained the
routine and
flexibility
around
training in
lockdown
has led to
her enjoying
herself. She said:
“When we got home [from the
Olympic qualifiers] we had to
go into quarantine for 14 days.
“I rang up the hospital that I
work in and told them that I’m
there for cover work that
needs to be done, because
people had taken holidays and
people were sick.
“I knew they were going to
be out on their feet in there, so
I just offered myself to go in
and I’ve been in there every
day since.
“I used to do catering but
they couldn’t facilitate that
with all the days I got off to go
and compete – so they put me
on the cleaning roster.”
Harrington is also confident
her route to the Games isn’t
disturbed and is enjoying the
chance to train from home.
She has been training with
her partner, Mandy, out the
back of her Dublin home.
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CHRISTY:
I FEAR
DEATH

GRIEF
Singer
Christy
Dignam

EXCLUSIVE
BY EMMA McMENAMY

ASLAN’S Christy Dignam has revealed
he fears death – because he doesn’t
believe in an afterlife.
The singer, 60, is undergoing another round
of chemo for incurable blood cancer.
He said: “I’m not into the whole heaven and
hell thing. I think when we all die that’s it.”
Brave Christy also spoke of his dad’s death
from coronavirus, adding: “It’s a nightmare.”
FULL STORY: SEE PAGES 4,5,6&7

Chemo star says ‘there’s no afterlife... when we die that’s it’
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he grew up in a house where his
mother was religious and his father
totally against it.
He said: “My father was totally
anti-clergy because when he was a
kid his mother used to give a shilling
for this church collection.
“He said there were times when
they didn’t have enough money for
food but she always had this shilling
for the priest.
“And then when his mother died

SO CLOSE

they were trying to get the priest up to value. When I first started recovering
the gaff to bless her and because they from drugs they used to ask us to
hadn’t got the half-crown fee at the live each day, one day at a time, and I
time, the priest wouldn’t come up.
found that very hard to do.
“So from then on he absolutely
“But when I got ill there was no
hated religion.
other way of living, I didn’t have
another option.
DISRESPECT
“I had to live in the moment as I
“It kind of gave us a healthy didn’t know how many days I had.
“It got me focused on what was
disrespect for authority and my da
taught us to question everything we important in life.
“I was running around for years
saw and not just accept things at face

With Christy Sr & daughter Kiera

» Singer ‘no chance » Star says ‘when
to say final goodbye’ you die, that’s it...’

My Covid-19
nightmare

CORONAVIRUS CRISIS: BATTLING
G

BY EMMA McMENAMY

TERRIFIED

ASLAN’S Christy Dignam has
admitted he will never get closure
on his father’s death – and he
wouldn’t wish seeing a loved one
die that way on anyone.
The singer said losing his father
Christy Snr to the coronavirus in
a nursing home last month was “a
nightmare”.
Opening up on his grief, he told the
Irish Sunday Mirror how he never
got to give his dad a hug or say a
proper goodbye to him.
Christy said: “That was horrible.
It was one of the worst experiences
I ever had in my life.
“We are a very close family and
because my mother had already
passed away my father was kind of
the last, the glue holding the whole
thing together.
“I had been on lockdown kind of
since the end of February as I would
be very vulnerable to all this.
“About a week before he died, I
started to get a bit frantic about
wanting to see him. The nursing home
said we could do a FaceTime thing.
“He asked me why nobody was
visiting him. I was trying to explain
to him the situation.
“After I hung up I rang the whole
family and said why don’t we all
go down to see him and we can stand
in the car park and get the nurse
to bring him up to the window.
“The nurses were dressed in boiler
suits and masks and big gloves and
all I could think was, ‘Jesus, he must
be bloody terrified,’ as he didn’t
understand what it was all about.
“When I got the phone call to say he
had passed away, the first thing that
went through my head was that I will
never get to see him again.
“I never really thought about it
before but the whole funeral, the
waking of a person, that’s what gives
us our closure because we are seeing
the person and saying goodbye.
“When he died, within minutes he
had to be put into a coffin and it had
to be glued so we couldn’t see him.
When he died that was it.
“I never saw him again. I don’t
know how he was dressed going
into his grave.
“And then there are eight siblings
and you were only allowed nine
people at the graveyard... how do you
pick who goes and who doesn’t?
“The whole thing was just a
nightmare. It’s like
something out of a
horror movie. I wouldn’t
wish it on anybody.”
His coffin
Christy, who was
diagnosed with two types
had to be
of blood cancer –
glued, we
myeloma and amyloidosis
– said he questioned
didn’t
see
his own mortality after
him
again
doctors gave him six
Catholic and part of me
months to live in 2013.
still carries that, but the
CHRISTY DIGNAM
The father of one
older I have become the
YESTERDAY
admitted he fears death
more religion doesn’t
as he is not religious and doesn’t make sense to me.
believe in an afterlife.
“I’m a spiritual person but I wouldn’t
He added: “It’s something I’m not be into religion.
looking forward to because I’m not
“I remember hearing a great saying,
a big God person.
‘Religion is for people who want to go
“I’m not into the whole heaven and to heaven but spirituality is for people
hell thing. I think when you die that’s who have gone to hell,’ and that really
it, it’s all over. I was born and raised a resonates with me.” Christy told how
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NEW SINGLE
money you had in the bank as none
of it was relevant.
“All you wanted was a bit more
time with your loved ones.”
Christy said that between his
drug addiction and cancer diagnoses
he never believed he would reach
the age of 60.
He added: “I never thought I
would reach 60, not a chance,
especially when I got diagnosed
in 2013 and they only gave me six

With bandmate Billy McGuinness
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Aslan frontman
Christy Dignam
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The doctor
told me
to go and
fulfil my
bucket list
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EXCLUSIVE BY MIKIE O’LOUGHLIN
appreciated.” Lorraine also
applauded the Government for
BROADCASTER Lorraine Keane has
looking after teenagers during a
told how mothers are the forgotten
very scary time for them.
heroes during the coronavirus
She said: “I think after the
lockdown here in Ireland.
frontline workers, those with
She said working mums have
underlying health problems
been amazing – as well as
and those cocooning, major
balancing their regular jobs,
thought and consideration
whether working from home or
went to young people.
as full-time parents, they now
“I think they have done
have to deal with the added
an incredible job, and that
stresses of homeis a lot to do with the
schooling, shopping and
parents too.”
keeping the family in tow.
Lorraine is mum to
The businesswoman
Emilia, 16, and 13-year-old
added they should be
Romy, and she explained
thanked, celebrated and
they have been finding
appreciated for what
things difficult at home
they are going through.
as they are missing out
Lorraine told the Irish
on important moments.
Sunday Mirror: “I think
She added: “Emilia
mothers, a lot of us who
and Romy are teenagers
are holding down day jobs
so the most important
as well, have been incredible
thing in the world to them is
throughout this.
their friends.
“They have been home“My heart goes out to the
schooling, cooking, keeping
Leaving Cert and Junior Cert
the house, queuing in
students, but particularly those
supermarkets and just
who are graduating and
managing everything as well
celebrating and doing those
as doing a career from home.
things we all had memories of.”
“I think the mums who work
As well as fronting her latest
from home or as full-time
project, the finished.ie virtual
mums have taken on a hell
homeshow on June 27, Lorraine
of a lot during this time.
and Oxfam Ireland will bring the
“I think they are the
forgotten ones because it is GRATEFUL Fashion Relief charity event
phenomenal what they have TV host Keane online with Axonista.
Those wishing to help
had to do. They have done it
developing countries can log
all while still possibly looking in on
on throughout the week to
neighbours and looking after elderly
browse and buy.
parents and doing their shopping.
Every Friday at 7pm a new show
“Irish women, in particular, have
with new content will be aired.
been heroes themselves and they
■ Visit www.fashionrelief.ie
should be thanked, celebrated and
for more information.

Beijing in fresh lockdown
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is the band’s new single Hold On
which is set to be released this
Wednesday.
He said: “Nearly all of our albums
have gone to number one but we
have never had a number one
single so that would be absolutely
huge.
“I think it’s a great song and
we put a lot of work into it, I’m
very proud of it.”

RESIDENTIAL areas of Beijing have been put under a
new lockdown due to fresh Covid-19 cases.
Eleven estates in the Fengtai district were shut down
after a cluster of six cases were linked to a meat factory.
China stated it had found 51 cases in total and 45 of
these are asymptomatic. Beijing had previously gone 55
CLOSED Police guard days without new infections.

months to live. I thought it was around. He said: “It’s just part of the
over for me.
process now, I’m kind of used to it.
“When I was leaving hospital, the
“You do be tired, your stomach
doctor said to me, ‘If you have any does be sick a lot of the time and
bucket list things to do or places you are very tired. It’s not a nice
you want to visit, now is the time’.”
feeling, it’s gruelling.
“It’s like when you have a really
CHEMO
bad hangover and it’s a horrible
And Christy said he is currently wet day outside, you just feel
going through another round of miserable.”
But Christy told how one thing
chemo to keep the cancer at bay but
is unsure if it will work this time he is excited about at the moment

CHRISTY DIGNAM
YESTERDAY

Lorraine’s so Keane
to praise hero Irish
lockdown mothers

CHRISTY HEARTACHE OVER DAD

taking drugs and running around
like a mad man, trying to work out
what life was all about.
“Then when I got ill and when I
thought I only had a short amount
of time left, the thing I learned was
that the only thing that mattered
were the close people around me,
family and close friends.
“All the other stuff was b******t, it
didn’t matter what kind of house I
lived in or what car I drove or the

